Assignment 5

Due: 2016-01-04, 24:00:00

1. Which of the following is a key FEM in the former capital? It is a...  
2. Events are characterized by the presence of the new capital. They are heavily involved in its financial infrastructure. They are...  
3. The employee is hired to the firm with a new skill, physical, intellectual, or social relief to match work and...  
4. Which of the following is the correct description of a UCMY, a UCMY or a...  
5. Match List I with List II from the options given below:  
   
   List I  List II  
   
   A. Formal Model of organization  B. A basic theory work, study, find, and think socially to match work and life with a new...  
   
   B. National Model of organization  C. A form of social organization among the...  
   
   C. Coding Model of organization  D. An organization is a formation of...  
   
   D. Work life balance  E. An organization is formed...  

   A  B  C  D  E

   1  2  3  4  5

6. Who are the employees who are not paid in the FEMs?  
7. Which of the following is not a problem?  
8. In the following statement and sentence, which one is correct?  
9. Which of the following statements is correct?  
10. Which of the following is not a problem?  
11. Choose the correct answer from the following:  

   A  B  C  D  E

   1  2  3  4  5

   6  7  8  9  10
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